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Where has the Japanese spacecraft been collecting rocks from? 

       the moon                         the sun               an asteroid 

       

When did the spacecraft land on Ryugu? 

                   July                         June                      August 

 

 Where does the asteroid circle?  

             the moon                the sun              the earth 

 

What is the tea in India’s railway stations to be served in? 

     plastic cups                    china cups                   clay cups 

 

How many handles do kulhads have? 

                    1                          2                           0 

 

How many people travel on India’s trains every day? 

             2.3 million                 230 million              23 million 

 

What animal gave a lady in Australia a shock after it wandered into 

her house? 

                 a kangaroo          a koala               a possum 

  

Where had it made its home? 

        in her kitchen     under her bed       in her Christmas tree 

 

How long is it thought that the koala had been in her house? 

             3 hours                 3 days                     3 weeks 
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  Can you explain where you would find an asteroid ? 

 

            

 

What is the tea in India’s railway stations to be served in? 

      

 

How many handles do kulhads have? 

                     

 

What do you think of the idea of using clay cups? 

              

 

What animal gave a lady in Australia a shock after it wandered into 

her house? 

                  

  

Where had it made its home? 

       

 

How long is it thought that the koala had been in her house? 

              

 

Design a poster encouraging people to not use so much plastic. 


